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In this paper, we introduce the concept of a valuation mapping of an l-group G
onto a distributive lattice and use such valuations to investigate the structure of G.
Then we examine the maximal immediate extensions of G with respect to these
valuations. For the natural valuation, these are the archimedean extensions a-
. extensions first investigated by P. Conrad 1966, J. Indiana Math. Soc. 30,
.  .131]160 and S. Wolfenstein 1970, dissertation, University of Paris . This leads to
new results and new proofs of old results about a-extensions. Then we obtain new
structure theorems for D-extensions of l-groups. In another paper, it will be shown
that this valuation theory determines all the torsion classes of l-groups that have
invariant torsion radicals. This includes most of the well known and interesting
torsion classes that are not l-varieties. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .The study of valuations on algebraic objects fields, rings, and groups
w x w xhas its origins in work done by Krull 25 and Kaplansky 21, 22 . Conrad
w x11 generalized the definition from a map of a field into an ordered
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abelian group to a function from an abelian operator group into a partially
ordered set, and used this generalization to provide a shorter proof of the
w xHahn Embedding Theorem. Gravett 18 gave a second generalization to
the case of a linear space over a field K into a totally set D, and showed
w xthat this generalization implied the work of Conrad 11 . We refer the
w x w xinterested reader to the cited papers by Gravett 18 , Kaplansky 21, 22 ,
w xand Krull 25 and also to the excellent presentation of field valuations by
w x w xSchilling 29 and in the third volume of Jacobson 20 .
In this paper, we in a sense return to the earlier work of Conrad and
study valuations on lattice-ordered groups, where the codomain of the
valuation map can be taken to be a lattice of order ideals of the root
system of regular subgroups. By studying extensions based on such valua-
tions, we obtain new and interesting results on archimedean extensions
and archimedean closures of arbitrary lattice-ordered groups.
We review now some of the basic terms and concepts of lattices and
lattice-ordered groups. A lattice is a partially order set L such that for
every pair of elements x, y g L, there exists a least upper bound called
. the join and written x k y and a greatest lower bound called the meet
.and written x n y . An ideal of a partially ordered P is a subset S such
 .that if x F s g S, then x g S, while a dual ideal filter is a subset T such
that if y G t g T , then y g T. An ideal I of a lattice is prime if x n y g I
implies either x g I or y g I. Within a given partially ordered set P, an
element a co¨ers an element b if b - a and there are no intervening
elements.
 .A lattice-ordered group written l-group , is a group G whose underlying
set is a lattice such that if g F h, then for any x, y g G, xgy F xhy. For an
q  4l-group G, G denotes the set g g G : g G e . For g g G, the positi¨ e
 .  .part of g written g is g k e, while the negati¨ e part of g written g isq y
y1  < <. y1g k e; the absolute ¨alue of g written g is g k g s g g s g k g .q y q y
< < < <Two elements a, b g G are disjoint if a n b s e. An l-group G is
archimedean if for any pair of positive elements a, b g Gq, there exists an
integer n such that an l b; an archimedean l-group is necessarily abelian.
An l-subgroup A of an l-group G is both a sublattice and a subgroup. An
 .l-subgroup C is con¨ex if e F x F c g C implies x g C; C G will denote
the lattice of convex l-subgroups of G, partially ordered by inclusion. For
 .  .C g C G , the right cosets of C are ordered by Cx F Cy if there exists
c g C such that cx F y. A normal convex l-subgroup L is called an l-ideal;
under the quotient group operation and coset order, GrL is an l-group.
 .C G is a complete sublattice of the lattice of subgroups of G. Thus for
any element g g G, there exists a minimal convex l-subgroup containing
 .  .g ; this is called a principal convex l-subgroup and is denoted G g . C Gp
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will denote the lattice of principal convex l-subgroups of G, partially
ordered by inclusion.
A convex l-subgroup P of an l-group G is prime if Pq is a prime lattice
ideal of Gq; a convex l-subgroup is prime if and only if its right cosets are
totally ordered under the coset order. Under inclusion, the prime convex
l-subgroups of an l-group form a root system: i.e., a partially ordered set in
which no two incomparable elements have a lower bound. A convex
l-subgroup M maximal with respect to not containing an element g is
regular and is a ¨alue of g. Regular convex l-subgroups are necessarily
 .prime subgroups; G G will denote the root system of regular convex
l-subgroups of G, partially ordered by inclusion. The intersection of all
convex l-subgroups properly containing a regular convex l-subgroup M
also properly contains M, and is called the co¨er of M. It is customary to
denote a regular convex l-subgroup by G and its cover by Gg. If G eGg,g g
G is called a normal value. G is normal-¨ alued if every regular subgroupg
is a normal value. An element s g G is special if s has exactly one
element; in this case, its value is called special as well. A special value is
necessarily a normal value. An element g g G is finite-¨ alued if g has one
finitely many values; in this case, each value of g is a special value. G is
finite-¨ alued if every element of G is finite-valued. A plenary subset of
 .  .G G is a dual ideal D such that FD s e . Given a root system D and an
 .o-group I, V D, I will denote those elements of  I whose supportD
 .satisfies the ascending chain conditions, and where ¨ g V D, I is positive
 .  .if ¨ d ) e for each maximal element d g supp ¨ . With this ordering and
 .with pointwise group operations, V D, I is an l-group.
H  < < < <For x : G, the polar of X, written X , s g g G : g n x s e for all
4 H  .  .  .x g X . X g C G . If C g C G and G is the group direct sum of C
and C H , we write G s C $ C H . In this case, G is called the cardinal sum
of C and C H and C is a cardinal summand of G. More generally, for a set
 4  .A of l-groups, the cardinal product, denoted  A is the externall L L l
 4group direct product of A with pointwise order operations. The cardinall L
sum, written  A , is the l-subgroup of  A of those elements havingL l L l
finite support.
Two elements x, y g G are a-equi¨ alent if there exist positive integers
m and n such that x - y n and y - x m. G is an a-extension of an
l-subgroup A if for each g g G, there exists a g A such that a is
 .  .a-equivalent to g. If G is an a-extension of A, then C G ( C A by way
of the map C ª C l A. If an l-group G has no proper a-extensions, G is
called a-closed. Every l-group G has an a-extension H which is a-closed;
H is called an a-closure of G.
A torsion class T of l-groups is a class that is closed with respect to
containing convex l-subgroups, closed with respect to l-homomorphic
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 4images, and also has the following property: for any l group G, if C is al
set of convex l-subgroups of G that are also in T, then EC g T. Anl
l-variety is an equationally defined class of l-groups; an l-variety is neces-
sarily a torsion class.
Throughout, Z will denote the integers, Q the rationals, and R the reals,
all with the usual addition and order.
2. VALUATIONS OF LATTICE-ORDERED GROUPS
DEFINITION 1. Let D be a root system; T will denote the set of allD
 .trivially ordered subsets antichains of D. For X, Y g T , define X F Y ifD
for any x g X, there exists y g Y such that x F y in D.
PROPOSITION 2.1. T is a distributi¨ e lattice, where for X, Y g T ,D D
 4 X k Y s maximal elements in X j Y and X n Y s z g X j Y N there
4exist x g X and y g Y such that z F x and z F y .
Proof. One can prove this directly. However, for each X g T , let cD X
 .be the characteristic function on X in the l-group V D, Z . Then clearly
 4  .c : X g T is a distributive sublattice of V D, Z and X ª c is aX D X
 4lattice isomorphism of T onto c : X g T .D X D
DEFINITION 2. Let G be an l-group and let D be a plenary subset of
 .the root system G s G G of the regular subgroups of G. For g g G, D g
will denote the set of all values of g in D. Since D s D , we need onlyg < g <
q  q4consider g g G . D will denote D : g g G .G g
PROPOSITION 2.2. D is a sublattice of the lattice T . Moreo¨er, for anyG D
a,b g Gq, D k D s D s D and D n D s D .a b ak b. ab a b an b.
Proof. a k b g Gg _ G if and only if a, b g Gg and a f G or b f G ,g g g
which is if and only if g is a value of a or b and also maximal in D j D ,a b
and this is if and only if g g D k D . Thus D k D s D s D .a b a b ak b. ab
g g D implies that a f G and b f G . Thus a has a value a G gan b. g g
in D and b has a value b G g in D. Since D is a root system, a G b s g
or b G a s g . So g g D n D , and hence D : D n D . Conversely,a b an b. a b
if g g D n D , then g s a F b or g s b F a , where a g D and b g D .a b a b
So g g D and thus D n D : D .an b. a b an b.
The above proof clearly gives:
COROLLARY 2.3. The map p : Gqª D : g ª D is a lattice homo-D G g
morphism.
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DEFINITION 3. The lattice homomorphism p is the D-¨aluation of G.D
If D s G, this valuation will be called the natural ¨aluation: g ª G .g
 .qNote that D ª c is a lattice isomorphism of D into V D, Z . Sog D Gg q  .qg ª c is a lattice homomorphism of G into V D, Z .D g
 .  .COROLLARY 2.4. The map t : D ª C G : D ª G g is a latticeG p g
 .homomorphism. The map G ª G g is a lattice isomorphism of G ontog g
 .C G .p
 .   .  .  .Proof. D k D s D t s G a k b s G a k G b s D t ka b ak b. a
 .  .  .  .  .D t , and D n D t s D t s G a n b s G a l G b s D t nb a b an b. a
D t .b
w x  .  .Finally, Wolfenstein 30 proved that G s G if and only if G a s G b ,a b
which proves the second assertion.
The following definition is a straightforward generalization of similar
w x w x w xdefinitions by Krull 25 , Gravett 18 , and Schilling 29 .
DEFINITION 4. Let G : H be l-groups and s : G ª D be a valuation
 .on G. A valuation t : H ª L is an immediate extension of s if i L s D,
 .  .  .ii for all g g G, t g s s g , and t is the unique extension of s to H.
 q4Suppose that H is an l-subgroup of G; let G s G : h g H . G isH h H
then easily seen to be a sublattice of G and G s G if and only if G is anG H G
a-extension of H. Thus for the natural valuation, immediate extensions are
a-extensions and maximal immediate extensions are a-closures.
 .THEOREM 2.5. For an l-group G, the lattice C G is isomorphic to the$
lattice G of ideals of the lattice G .G G
Moreo¨er, under this isomorphism, principal con¨ex l-subgroups are mapped
onto principal ideals of G ; prime subgroups are mapped onto prime ideals ofG
G ; and regular subgroups are mapped onto prime ideals of G which ha¨e aG G
minimal ideal properly containing them.
$
 .  4Proof. For C g C G , define Ca to be G s G : c g C . For I g G ,C c G
 4define Ib to be g g G : G g I . Now if G F G for e - c g C andg x x
e - x g G, then G s G n G s G . Since e F x n c F c, x n c g C.x x c  x n c.
Now since x is a-equivalent to x n c, x g C. So Ca is an ideal of G .G
Likewise, suppose that I is an ideal of G and that G , G g I. ThenG a b
G s G k G g I, and so the set of positive elements of Ib form aab a b
semigroup. If e F x F g g Ib , then G s G s G n G F G impliesx  x n g . x g f
that G g I and so x g Ib. We thus have a convex subsemigroup D ofx
positive elements, and so the convex l-subgroup generated by D s g g
< < 4  .  4G : g g D s Ib. Note that for C g C G , Cab s g g G : G g Ca sg $
 4g g G : there exists c g G such that G s G s C, and for I g G ,g c G
 4  4Iba s G : g g b s G : G g I s I. So a and b are bijections.g I g g
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Clearly if I, J are ideals of G such that I : J, then Ib : Jb. Likewise,G
if C ; D are convex l-subgroups of G, then Ca : Da . So a and b
preserve order and thus are lattice isomorphisms.
 .  4For g g G, G g a is clearly mapped to the ideal I s G : G F G , andh h g
vice versa.
Now let P be a prime subgroup of G and suppose e F a, b g G such
that G n G g Pa . Then a n b g Pab s P, and since P is prime, eithera b
a g P or b g P. But then either G or G is in Pa ; so Pa is a prime latticea b
ideal. The proof of the converse is virtually the same argument, while the
proof of the correspondence between regular subgroups of G and prime
ideals I having a minimal proper covering ideal is now clear.
One set of convex l-subgroups that is easily distinguished in the above
correspondence is the set of polars.
 . qPROPOSITION 2.6. Let D be a plenary subset of G G and let X : G .
 4Let I s D : there exist D g D such that D F D be the ideal of GX t x X t x D
H  4generated by D . Then X s g g G : D is incomparable to all D g I .X g t X
w xAnderson, Conrad, and Martinez 3 gave a long list of properties of G$
 .that are determined by the lattice C G and thus now by the lattice G . OnG$
w xthe other hand, an example by Kenoyer 23 shows that G cannot be usedG
to determine if G is abelian, archimedean, or normal-valued, or if G
belongs to any proper l-variety.
In another paper, the natural valuation will be used to produce all the
 .torsion classes T of l-groups such that for any l-group G, the radical T G
 .is an invariant of C G .
We remark here that the natural valuation of an l-group G can be
 . grecovered from the lattice C G by noting that g g G _ G if and only ifg
 . g  .  .  .G g : G and G g o G . Thus G g determines G , and thus C G (g g p
 .G as lattices. We also now obtain that C G , in addition to beingG
isomorphic to the lattice of ideals of G is isomorphic to the lattice ofG
 .ideals of C G . We sum this up in the following theorem:p
 .THEOREM 2.7. The lattice C G determines the root system G and the
sublattice G of T .G G
 .Thus the map g ª G g is essentially the natural valuation of G, where
 .  . nG a : G b if and only if a - b for some positive integer n, which is if
and only if G F G .a b
But g ª G is what a ¨aluation should look like! in the sense that thingsg
.are easier to ``see'' using this form of the natural valuation .
 .One should note here that for an arbitrary l-group G, to capture C G ,
it is generally necessary to use the ideals of G rather than the ideals ofG
 . w x  .G G itself. Indeed, as shown by Conrad 13 , the ideals of G G uniquely
determine convex l-subgroups of G if and only if G is finite-valued.
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 . However, that G is finite-valued or has Property F no bounded subset is
.infinite can naturally and rather obviously be characterized in terms of
the natural valuation:
 .PROPOSITION 2.8. a An l-group G is finite-¨ alued if and only if each Gg
is finite.
 .  .b An l-group G satisfies Property F if and only if each G is finite andg
G contains no copy ofG
PROPOSITION 2.9. For an l-group G, G s T if and only if G has onlyG G
finitely many roots.
 4Proof. For any g g G, g g T implies that if G s T , there existsG G G
g g G such that G s g , which is to say that G is a special value. Sinceg g
every value is special, G must be finite-valued. But since G s T , TG G G
consists of only finite sets, and thus G has only a finite number of roots.
The reverse direction is clear.
We can also generalize Theorem 2.5 from the natural valuation to an
arbitrary valuation:
DEFINITION 5. Let G be an l-group and let D be a plenary subset of
 .  .G G . C g C G is D-con¨ex if for any c g C, D F D implies x g C.x c
 .THEOREM 2.10. The set C G of all the D-con¨ex con¨ex l-subgroups ofD
 .  .G is a sublattice of C G and there exists a natural isomorphism a of C GD$
onto the lattice D of all the ideals of D .G G
3. G-EXTENSIONS AND G-CLOSURES
 w x w x.PROPOSITION 3.1 Conrad 12 ; Wolfenstein 30 . For positi¨ e elements
x, y of an l-group G, the following are equi¨ alent:
 . m na There exist positi¨ e integers m and n such that x F y and y F x .
 .  .  .b G x s G y .
 .c G s G .x y
 .If any and so all of these conditions are met, then we say that x and y are
a-equi¨ alent or G-equi¨ alent.
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 w x w x.PROPOSITION 3.2 Conrad 12 ; Wolfenstein 30 . For an l-subgroup G
of an l-group H, the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .a The map C ª C l G is a bijection of C H onto C G .
 .  .  .  .b The map C ª H C is a bijection of C G onto C H , where
 .H C is the con¨ex l-subgroup of H generated by C.
 .c For each h g H, there exists g g G such that G s G .g h
DEFINITION 6. If an l-subgroup G of an l-group H satisfies any and so
. all of the conditions of Proposition 3.2, then H is an a-extension G-
.extension of G, and G is an a-subgroup of H. If in addition, H admits no
 .proper a-extensions, then H is an a-closure G-closure of G.
g .Note that if H is an a-extension of G, then H ª H l G and H ªg g
g  .H l G are, respectively, isomorphisms of the root system G H onto
 .  .G G and covers of regular subgroups in G H to covers of regular
 . w x w xsubgroups in G G . Moreover, as shown by Byrd 8 and Wolfenstein 30 ,
H e Hg if and only if H l Ge Hg l G. Thus for an a-subgroup G of ang g
l-group H, G is normal-valued if and only if H is normal-valued.
w xKhuon 24 proves that a-closures exist for all l-groups, while W. C.
w xHolland 19 was the first to give an example of an l-group with noniso-
w xmorphic a-closures. Conrad 12 proves that every abelian l-group has a
w xmaximal abelian a-extension. Wolfenstein 30 then proved that if an
abelian l-group G has not proper abelian a-extensions, G is then a-closed.
Thus every abelian l-group has an a-closure which is abelian. However,
there do exist abelian l-groups having nonisomorphic abelian a-closures.
The lack of uniqueness carries over even into the case of archimedean
l-groups. Any a-extension of an archimedean l-group must be archimedean,
w x `but Conrad 12 showed that  Z has non-isomorphic a-closures. Noteis1 i
that ` R is not an a-extension of ` Z; however, ` R is anis1 is1 is1
a-extension of ` Q.is1
w xOn the other hand, Conrad 12 showed that for any topological space
 . X, C X the l-group of continuous real-valued functions on X with
.pointwise operations is a-closed, and that, if X is an extremally discon-
 .  w x y1 .nected Stone space, then D X s f : X ª y` , ` N f R is a dense
4  .open set with pointwise operations on dense open sets is also a-closed.
In this section, we wish to examine a-closed l-groups and those l-groups
that admit unique a-closures. As indicated above, most of the research in
this area has been directed toward abelian a-closures of abelian l-groups,
and toward identifying abelian l-groups that have unique a-closures. The
only result known to the authors about non-abelian l-groups with unique
w xa-closures is the following theorem due separately to Khuon 24 and
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w xWolfenstein 30 :
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let T be a chain such that Aut T , the l-group of
order-preser¨ ing permutations of T , is doubly transiti¨ e. Then the unique
 .  .a-closure of Aut T is Aut T , where T is the Dedekind completion of T.
 .  .Now let H be an a-extension of an l-group G; for C g C G , let H C
denote the convex l-subgroup of H generated by C. Since the mapping
 .  .  .m: C G ª C H : C ª H C is a lattice isomorphism, obviously if C is
 .  .recognizable in C G , then H C will share the same recognition. Thus m
maps principal convex l-subgroups which are precisely the compact ele-
. ments onto principal convex l-subgroups, prime subgroups which are
.precisely the finitely meet-irreducible elements onto prime subgroups,
 .regular subgroups which are the meet-irreducible elements onto regular
 .subgroups, and polars which are the skeletal elements onto polars. m also
maps cardinal summands onto cardinal summands, since P is a cardinal
H  .summand of G if and only if P is a polar and G s P k P in C G .
Other convex l-subgroups do not fare as well. For example, l-ideals may
not remain normal in an a-extension. A case in point is to let G be a
splitting extension of R $ R by Z, where
x , y , m x , y , m s x q x , y q y , m q m . .  .  . .  .  .1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
An a-extension of G is the following splitting extension H of R $ R by
’Z $ Z 2 , where
’ ’x , y , m q n 2 x , y , m q n 2 .  . .  .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
’x q x , y q y , m q m q n q n 2 , if n is even; .  . .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1s  ’x q y , x q y , m q m q n q n 2 , if n is odd, .  . .1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1
where G is l-embedded naturally into H by
’x , y , m ª x , y , m q 0 2 . .  . .  .
’ . . 4In both G and H, L s x, y , m q n 2 : y s m s n s 0 is a convex
l-subgroup. However, LeG while L U H.
The following proposition is about the best that one can state for an
arbitrary convex l-subgroup of an l-group G in an a-extension H.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let H be an a-extension of an l-group G and let C be a
 .con¨ex l-subgroup of G. Then H C is an a-extension of C. Moreo¨er, if C is
 .a-closed, then C s H C .
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let H be an a-extension of an l-group G and suppose
that L is an l-ideal of H such that L s L l G. If GrL is a-closed, then
H s G.
Proof. Let a - h g H _ L. Then there exist e - g g G and positive
m n m  .mintegers m and n such that h - g and g - h . Then Lh F Lg s Lg
n  .nand Lg F Lh s Lh . Thus HrL is an a-extension of GrL. Since GrL
is a-closed, HrL s GrL.
Hence there must exist a g G and x g L such that h s xa. But since
L : G, xa g G.
Surprisingly, not much is known about the convex l-subgroups of an
a-closed l-group. One outstanding unsolved question is whether a convex
l-subgroup of an a-closed l-group is a-closed. One case in which the
answer is known is the following.
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let G be an a-closed l-group and S be a cardinal
summand of G. Then S is a-closed.
Proof. Let T be an a-extension of S; let H s T $ S H and e - h s tx,
where e F t g T and e F x g S H . Choose s g S and positive integers m
m n m m  .mand n such that s - t and t - s . Then sx g G and sx - t x s tx ,
n n  .nwhile tx - s x s sx . So H is an a-extension of G, and is proper unless
T s S.
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let G s  G be a cardinal sum of l-groups and let HL l
be an a-extension of G. Then H s  H , where for all l g L, H is anL l l
a-extension of G .l
Moreo¨er, if  G : G : P G and H is an a-extension of G, thenL l L l
for all l g L, there exists an a-extension H of G such that  H :l l L l
H :  H .L l
 .Proof. For all l, G is a cardinal summand of G and so H s H G is,l l l
by the remarks after Theorem 3.3, a cardinal summand of H. Since H is al
cardinal summand, H e H, and so  H s E H e H.l L l C H . l
Now in the event that G s  G , then G s E G implies thatL l C G. l
H s E H s  H .C H . l L l
Suppose though that  G ; G :  G . Let e - h g H; chooseL l L l
e - g s E g g G, where g g G , and a positive integer m such thatL l l L
m  .m m  m.h - g . Then h s h n E g s h nE g s E h n g . Let h sL l L l L l l
h n g m. Now for any l g L and any m / l, h n h s e, and so in thel l m
decomposition of H as H $ H H , h s h x, where x g H H . Thus h isl l l l l
independent of the choice of g.
 .We can thus define s : H ª  H : h ª . . . , h , . . . . s is clearly anL l l
l-isomorphism.
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COROLLARY 3.8. The cardinal sum and cardinal product of a-closed
l-groups are a-closed.
PROPOSITION 3.9. For each l g L, let H be an a-closed l-group and Kl
 .be an a-closed l-group such that  H : K :  H . Then Kr  H isL l L l L l
a-closed.
Proof. That  H e K appears in the proof of Proposition 3.7. Sup-L l
 .pose that L = K is an l-group such that Lr  H is an a-extension ofL l
 .Kr  H .L l
 .HFirst of all, choose l g L and suppose that e - x g  H in0 m / l m0
 .  .L. There exists k g K such that  H x is a-equivalent to  H k, andL l L l
so there exist s g  H and a positive integer m such that x - sk m. ButL l
 m. mthen x s E x n s k , and for all m / l , x n s k s e. Thus x s x nL l l 0 m m
s k m g H and so H is a polar in L. Moreover, since for any e F y g Ll l l l0 0 0 0
 .nand k9 g K, t g  H , and positive integer n such that y - t k9 ,L l
n n n
y s y n t k9 s y n t k9 k y n t k9 .  .  . . l mE E  / /ll l m00
L m/l0
 .Hshows that L s H k H , and so H is a cardinal summand of L.l l l0 0 0
Again, let e - x g L; there exist k g K, a, b g  H , and positiveL l
integers m and n such that k - ax m and x - bk n. Let L be the set of0
l g L such that either a / e or b / e; then L is finite and so  H isl l 0 L l0
a cardinal summand of L. Let r and s be the projections of x and k,
respectively, onto LrL ; then r is a-equivalent to s g K. Since s H is0 L l0
also a cardinal summand of K and  H is a-closed, the projection of xL l0
onto  H is in K. Since K is a-closed, x g K, and so L s K.L l0
w x ECIn 15 , Conrad and Darnel defined the e¨entually constant extension G
of an l-group G to be the l-subgroup of ` G generated by ` G andis1 is1
the ``long constants'': for g g G, g s g for all 1 F i - `.i
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let H be an a-closure of an l-group G. Then H EC is
an a-closure of GEC.
Proof. First of all, let e - x g H EC. If x g ` H, then since byis1
Proposition 3.7, ` H is an a-extension of ` G, there clearly existsis1 is1
g g ` G that is a-equivalent to x. Otherwise, there exists e - h g His1
such that for all but finitely many i, x s h. Choose e - g g G such that gi
is a-equivalent to h, and let b be the element of GEC such that if x s h,i
 4 ECb s g, while if x / h, b s 0. Let I s i: x / h . Define y g H byi i i i
0, if i f I ;
y si  x , if i g I.i
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Then e F y g ` H; choose e F a g ` G such that a is a-equivalentis1 is1
to y. Then ab g GEC and ab is a-equivalent to x. So H EC is an
a-extension of GEC.
Now let K be an a-extension of H EC. By Proposition 3.7, ` H ;is1
H EC : K : ` H and, as stated in the proof of Proposition 3.7,is1
` H e K. However, H ECr` H ( H, and so by Proposition 3.5,is1 is1
ECK s H .
COROLLARY 3.11. If G is a-closed, then GEC is a-closed.
Now suppose that G is an l-group having a unique a-closure H. By
Proposition 3.8, H EC is an a-closure of GEC. However, it is not known if
H EC is the unique a-closure of GEC. The following is the best possible at
this time.
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let G be an l-group ha¨ing a unique a-closure H.
Then for any a-closure K of GEC , ` H e K and Kr` H ( H.is1 is1
 ` .Proof. By Proposition 3.9, Kr  H is a-closed. It is easily verifiedis1
 ` .that Kr  H is an a-extension ofis1
GEC ` H GEC GEC .is1 ( s ,
` `EC ` H  GG l  H .is1 is1is1
` .and this is l-isomorphism to G. So Kr  H ( H.is1
w xIn 2 , Anderson and Conrad proved a remarkable theorem concerning
a-extensions. Their proof of the theorem actually proves a more general
result, which we state and prove here.
THEOREM 3.13. Let H be an a-extension of an l-group G. If for e¨ery
minimal prime subgroup M of H and e¨ery h g H, there exists g g G such
that Mh s Mg, then G s H.
 y1Proof. Suppose there exists e - h g H _ G. Let F s hg : g g G and
4 y1 y1 y1 y1g - h . If g , g g G such that hg , hg g F, then hg n hg s1 2 1 2 1 2
 y1 y1.  .y1 qh g n g s h g k g ) e. So F is a filter in H and so is1 2 1 2
contained in an ultrafilter U on Hq. Then Hq_ U is the positive cone of a
minimal prime subgroup M of H.
By assumption, there exists g g G such that Mh s Mg. hgy1 g M
implies that x s hgy1 k e and y s ghy1 k e are in M. Let z g G such
that there exists an integer n such that y - z n and z - y n; then z g M as
well. So Mzyn g s Mg s Mh.
However, hgy1 z n s xyy1 z n ) e. Thus hgy1 z n g F and since Mq:
Hq_ F, hgy1 z n f M. On the other hand, since Mh s Mg and z g M,
y1 nhg z g M.
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Anderson and Conrad used Theorem 3.13 to prove many results about
a-closed abelian l-groups. However, the theorem is also useful for proving
theorems about a-closed nonabelian l-groups.
LEMMA 3.14. Let H be an a-extension of an l-group G such that there
 . g g g gexists G g G G with G eG and G rG ( R. Then H e H , H rH (g g g g g
R, and for e¨ery h g Hg, there exists g g Gg such that H h s H g.g g
Proof. As pointed out in the remarks after Definition 6, G eGgg
implies H e Hg. Define f: GgrG ª HgrH : G g ª H g. f is easilyg g g g g
shown to be well defined and to be an o-homomorphism which is injective.
Since GgrG ( R, f must be onto and so HgrH ( R.g g
But since f is onto, then for any H h g HgrH , there exists G g gg g g
g  .G rG such that H g s G g f s H h.g g g g
 .THEOREM 3.15. Let G be a normal-¨ alued l-group such that G G
 .satisfies the descending chain condition and such that for any G g G G ,g
GgrG ( R. Then G is a-closed.g
Proof. Suppose that G is not a-closed and that H is a proper a-
extension of G. By Theorem 3.13, there exist a minimal prime subgroup M
of H and h g H such that there does not exist g g G so that Mh s Mg.
Clearly h f M and so h has a value H = M. By Lemma 3.14, there1
exists g g G such that hgy1 g H . Since hgy1 f M, hgy1 has a value1 1 1 1 1
H = M and H ; H . Again by Lemma 3.14, there exists g g G such2 2 1 2
that hgy1 gy1 g H . Continue in this way, then, to produce H > H >1 2 2 1 2
 . H > ??? . But this then contradicts the fact that G G which is order3
 ..isomorphic to G H satisfies the descending chain condition.
The hypothesis that G be normal-valued is necessary, as the l-group G
of order-preserving permutations of R that are finitely piecewise linear is
 . w xan l-group such that G G satisfies the descending chain condition 23 .
w xConrad 12 proved Theorem 3.15 for the case when G is a vector
lattice.
 .The converse of Theorem 3.15}namely that if G is a-closed and G G
 .satisfies the descending chain condition, then for each G g G G ,g
g  .G rG ( R}is not true, even if G G is finite. For let D be a subgroupg
of R such that R s Q [ D as a group direct sum. Let G be the splitting
extension of R $ R by Z [ D, where
x , y m , d x , y , m , d .  .  .  . .  .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
x q x , y q y , m q m , d q d , if m is even; .  . .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1s  x q y , x q y , m q m , d q d , if m is odd. .  . .1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1
 .  .G is then a-closed, G G is finite, but Gr R $ R \ R.
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Lemma 3.14 also has other applications which produce nonabelian
a-closed l-groups.
PROPOSITION 3.16. Let A be an a-closed l-group. Then A Wr R and
A wr R are a-closed.
Proof. We will show this only for G s A Wr R. Let H be an a-
extension of G. Now P s  A is the maximal proper convex l-subgroupR
of G and since A is a-closed, P is a-closed. So P is also the maximal
proper convex l-subgroup of H.
Let h g H. If h g P, then h g G. If h f P, then by Lemma 3.14, there
y1exists g g G such that hg s p g P, and so h s pg g G.
Suppose that A s R. By iteration and induction, then, for any positive
integer n,
Wr n R, R s ??? R Wr R Wr R ??? WrR .  . . . ^ ` _
n times
is a-closed. More generally, if a is any ordinal, then we have that
 .  w x w x w x .Wr R, R see 17 , 4 , or 16 for definitions is a-closed:a
 .THEOREM 3.17. For any ordinal a , Wr R, R is a-closed.a
 .Proof. If a s 0, then Wr R, R s R, and so is a-closed. So supposea
 .that a ) 0 and that for all ordinals b - a , Wr R, R is a-closed.b
 .   ..If a s b q 1, then Wr R, R s Wr R, R Wr R, and so is a-closed bya b
Proposition 3.17.
 . w xSo suppose a is a limit ordinal. Then Wr R, R is special-valued 28 .a
 .Thus if H is an a-extension of Wr R, R , H is special-valued as well.a
Let x be a special element in H; then there exists a special element
 .g g Wr R, R so that x is a-equivalent to g. By the construction ofa
 .  .Wr R, R , there exists an ordinal b - a such that g g  Wr R, R ,a a _ b b
 .  .which is a-closed. So x g  Wr R, R ; Wr R, R . So if e ) h g H,a _ b b a
 .  .then all special components of h are in Wr R, R . But Wr R, R isa a
w x  .laterally complete 28 , and so h g Wr R, R .a
Far more is known of abelian a-closures of abelian l-groups. One of the
foremost results is the following.
 w x.THEOREM 3.18 Conrad 12 . If G is abelian, special-¨ alued, di¨ isible,
 .and laterally complete, then V D, R is the a-closure of G, where D is the
 .minimal plenary subset of G G . Thus if G is special-¨ alued, the a-closure of
 d.L  .G s V D, R .
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In the next section, we show that if G is abelian, special-valued, and
 .laterally complete, then V D, R is the D-closure of G. Thus, in particular,
 .V D, R is a-closed.
PROPOSITION 3.19. If G is a completely distributi¨ e abelian l-group and D
 .  d.L  .is the minimal plenary subset of G G , then the a-closure of G s V D, R .
d Lw x  .Proof. Bixler and Darnel 7 showed that G is special-valued.
DEFINITION 7. L will denote the root system0
while L will denote the root system1
DEFINITION 8. A finite-¨ alued subgroup of an l-group G is an l-
subgroup A such that each g g A has only finitely many values in G.
 .PROPOSITION 3.20. Let G be an abelian finite-¨ alued l-group, D s G G ,
and H be an abelian a-closure of G. Then H is a maximal finite-¨ alued
 .l-subgroup of V D, R .
 .Proof. Since H is an a-closure of G, G H s D, and so the ¨-
 .embedding of G into V D, R can be lifted to a ¨-embedding of H into
 .V D, R .
 .  .Let ¨ g V D, R _ H; then the l-subgroup A of V D, R generated by
 4H j ¨ is not an a-extension of G, and so there exists an element
0 - a g A which is not a-equivalent to an element of G. Now if a has
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only finitely many values, then a s a k ??? k a as a join of disjoint1 n
special elements. For each a , there exists a special g g G such thati i
G s G , and so g s g k ??? k g is a-equivalent to a, which contradictsg a 1 ni i
the fact that a is not a-equivalent to any element of G. So a must have
infinitely many values and so H is a maximal finite-valued subgroup of
 .V D, R .
The converse is also true.
 w x.LEMMA 3.21 Chen, Conrad, and Darnel 9 . If U is a maximal finite-
 .¨alued subgroup of V D, R , there there exists an l-automorphism s of
 .  .  .V D, R such that  D, R : Us and Us is an a-closure of  D, R .
PROPOSITION 3.22. For a root system D, D contains no copy of L if and1
 .   . 4only if F D, R s ¨ g V D, R : ¨ has only finitely many ¨alues . If this is the
 .case, then F D, R is a-closed.
 .Proof. Suppose that D contains no copy of L . Let 0 - ¨ g V D, R1
such that ¨ has only finitely many values. Then ¨ s ¨ k ¨ k ??? k ¨ ,1 2 n
where if i / j, ¨ n ¨ s 0 and each ¨ is special. Since D contains no copyi j i
 .  .of L , each ¨ g F D, R and so ¨ g F D, R .1 i
 .   .Conversely, suppose that F D, R s ¨ g V D, R : ¨ has only finitely
4many values and that D contains a copy of D . Then the characteristic1
 .  .function x of L is in V D, R and has exactly one value; thus x g F D, R ,1
 .which contradicts the definition of F D, R .
 .  .F D, R is thus the maximal finite-valued l-subgroup of V D, R and so
by Lemma 3.21 is a-closed.
 .COROLLARY 3.23. If G is an abelian l-group satisfying Property F , then
 .F D, R is the a-closure of G.
 . w xProof. Since G satisfies Property F , G is finite-valued 14 , and clearly
 .  .D s G G contains no copy of L . So F D, R is a-closed and is the unique1
 .maximal a-closed finite-valued subgroup of V D, R .
Since G is finite-valued, we can assume without loss of generality that
 .  .  .  . D, Z : G, and since F D, R is the a-closure of  D, Z , F D, R is the
a-closure of G.
Many conditions are known to be equivalent to the condition that D
 .contains no copy of L . Among these are that F D, R satisfies Property1
 .  .  .  .F , that F D, R is convex in V D, R , that F D, R is a characteristic
 .  .subgroup of V D, R , and that for any scalar multiplication on V D, R ,
 .F D, R is an l-subspace.
PROPOSITION 3.24. For a root system D, the following are equi¨ alent:
 .a D satisfies the descending chain condition.
 .  .  .b  D, R s F D, R .
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 .  .c  D, R is a-closed.
 .  .  .d V D, R is the lateral completion of  D, R .
 .  .  .e  D, R is a maximal finite-¨ alued l-subgroup of V D, R .
 .  .f E¨ery maximal finite-¨ alued l-subgroup of V D, R is l-isomorphic
 .to  D, R .
 .  .  .  .Proof. That a m b is obvious, and a m c is now obvious by
 .  .Proposition 3.16. That a m d is obvious, and Lemma 3.22 makes
 .  .  .  .b m c and e m f ob¨ious.
w x  .Now consider L . Byrd 8 proved that  L , R has an uncountable0 0
 .number of abelian a-closures, all isomorphic as groups to F L , R but not0
l-isomorphic to one another. An extension of Byrd's result is the following.
 w x.THEOREM 3.25 Chen, Conrad, Lin, and Nelson 10 . An abelian
 .finite-¨ alued l-group G has a unique abelian a-closure if and only if D s G G
 .contains no copy of L . If this is the case, then F D, R is the unique0
a-closure of G and each l-subgroup of G has a unique a-closure as well.
In Proposition 3.22, Corollary 3.23, and Theorem 3.25, conditions on D
 . w xwere given for which F D, R is a-closed. However, in 12 , Conrad first
 .gave a long and difficult proof that for any root system D, F D, R is
a-closed. The following is an easier proof based on Lemma 3.21.
 .PROPOSITION 3.26. For any root system D, F D, R is a maximal finite-
 .¨alued subgroup of V D, R , and so is a-closed.
 .  .  .Proof. Suppose that F D, R ; H : V D, R and h g H _ F D, R . Let
 .M be the set of all maximal infinite antichains in supp h , partially
 4ordered by the order inherited from T . Let C s . . . , M , . . . be a chainD a
in M and let M be the set of all maximal elements of D M .C a
For d g M, there exists M g C such that d g M . Moreover, for anya a
M g C such that M F M , d g M . Thus if M is finite, there existsb a b b
M g C such that M : M F M, and so M s M . This contradicts thea a a
fact that M is infinite, and so M g M. Thus by Zorn's lemma, M hasa
maximal elements. Let N be a maximal element in M and L s l g
 . 4 <  .supp h : l ) d g N . Then h g F D, R and since N is the set ofL
< <maximal elements in the support of h y h , h y h is not finite-valued,L L
 .and thus H is not a finite-valued subgroup of V D, R .
 .An easy alternative method for proving F D, R a-closed is to use the
 . w xfollowing proposition which is a corollary of Theorem 3.13 from 2 .
 w x.PROPOSITION 3.27 Anderson and Conrad 2 . Let G be an abelian
l-group. If GrP is a-closed for each minimal prime subgroup P of G, then G
is a-closed.
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 .COROLLARY 3.28. For any root system D, F D, R is a-closed. Thus for
 .  .any root system D, F D, R is a maximal finite-¨ alued subgroup of V D, R
 .and an a-closure of  D, R .
 .  .Proof. Let P be a minimal prime subgroup of F D, R . Then F D, R rP
 .  .is isomorphic to the projection of F D, R onto a root of D. So F D, R rP
is a Hahn group and hence a-closed.
w xCOROLLARY 3.29 2 . Each hyperarchimedean ¨ector lattice is a-closed.
w xCOROLLARY 3.30 1 . For a ¨ector lattice G, the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a G G satisfies the descending chain condition.
 .b Each prime subgroup of G is regular.
 .c Each l-subspace is a-closed.
 .d G has no proper a-subspaces.
4. D-EXTENSIONS AND D-CLOSURES
Suppose that S is an l-subgroup of an l-group G and D is a
 .  4plenary subset of G G . Then D s D : s g S is a sublattice of D sS s G
 4D : g g G .g
DEFINITION 9. Let S be an l-subgroup of an l-group G and let D be a
 .plenary subset of G G . G is a D-extension of S if D s D and S is aS G
D-subgroup of G.
If in addition, G admits no proper D-extension, then G will be said to be
D-closed and to be a D-closure of S.
PROPOSITION 4.1. A finite-¨ alued l-group G is D-closed if and only if G is
a-closed.
 .Proof. An l-group G is finite-valued if and only if G G has no proper
plenary subsets.
 .Recall that for an l-group G, C g C G , and a plenary subset D of
 .  .G G , C is D-con¨ex if D F D for c g C implies x g C. C G willx c D
denote the set of D-convex l-subgroups of G.
PROPOSITION 4.2. If G is a D-extension of S, then there exist natural
 .  .isomorphisms between D and D , and between C S and C G .S G D D
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. If G is a D-extension of S, then the map t : P G ª
 .  .  .P S : Q ª Q l S is a Boolean isomorphism of P G onto P S .
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Proof. Let H denote the polar operation in S and * denote the polar
operation in G. To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that for
 .  H.  .  .any P g P S , P $ P * s e and that for any Q g P G , Q l S s
 .H w xQ* l S 14, Props. 17.3, 17.5 .
 H.Suppose by way of contradiction that there exists e - g g P $ P *.
Since G is a D-extension of S, there exists e - s g S such that D s D .s g
 H.  H.HBy Proposition 2.6, s g P $ P *, and so is in P $ P . But then
H  .  H.  .s g P l P s e . So P $ P * s e .
 .HNow let e F t g Q* l S and suppose t f Q. There exists g g Q*
such that t n g ) e, and there exists e - s g S such that D s D . Thuss t n g
s g Q* and so s n t s e. But D s D n D s D n D s D . Sos n t s t t n g t s
s n t ) e.
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let G be an l-group and D ; L be plenary subsets of
 .G G . If S is an l-subgroup of G such that G is a L-extension of S, then G is a
D-extension of S. Thus if G is D-closed, G is L-closed.
Proof. For any e - g g G, there exists e - s g S such that L s L .g s
But then D s D .g s
 .COROLLARY 4.5. Let G be an l-group such that G G has a minimal
 .plenary subset D. If G is D-closed, then for any plenary subset L of G G , G
is L-closed.
Proof. Since D is the minimal plenary subset, D : L for any plenary
subset L.
COROLLARY 4.6. If G is an a-extension of S, then for any plenary subset D
 .of G G , G, is a D-extension of S.
There do exist l-groups, however, which are a-closed but for some
plenary subset D, are not D-closed. An example is REC. Since R is
EC  EC .a-closed, so is R . Now G R is trivially ordered, with the regular
 EC  . 4subgroups being either, for 1 F i - `, M s h g R : h i s 0 ori
`  EC .  4 R. The minimal plenary subset of G R is D s M : 1 F i - ` .is1 i
But REC is not D-closed. Let H be the l-subgroup of ` R generated byis1
 .  .the long vectors x, x, x, . . . and y, 2 y, 3 y, . . . , where x, y g R. Then H
is a proper D-extension of REC.
Much of our interest in this area is devoted to the case when G is a
completely distributive normal-valued l-group and D is the minimal ple-
nary subset of essential values; of especial interest is the case when G is
special-valued. The next proposition, in the more general setting of
normal-valued l-groups, provides background for results in these cases.
 .PROPOSITION 4.7. Let G be an l-group and D be a plenary subset of G G
consisting of only normal ¨alues. Let S be an D-subgroup of G. Then
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 .  4  .D S s S l G : G g D is a plenary subset of G S containing only nor-d d
 .mal ¨alues and the map r : D ª D S : G ª S l G is a bijection.d d
If this is the case, then there exist natural order isomorphisms such that
D ( D S , D ( D , C G ( C S . .  .  .G S D D
Proof. We first remark that if D consists of only normal values, then G
is normal-valued and so S is normal-valued.
Let G g D; there exists e - s g S such that G g D . So s f G l S,d d s d
while s g Gd l S. Since G eGd, G l SeGd l S andd d
Gd l S G Gd l S Gd .d( :
G l S G Gd d d
shows that Gd l S covers G l S. Since G l S is a prime subgroup of S,d d
 .G l S g G S .d
Now suppose that G , G are distinct elements of D. Suppose first thata b
 .G ; G or vice versa . Let s g S such that G g G and let t g S sucha b a s
that G g G . Then s g Ga l S : G l S while t f G l S shows thatb t b b
G l S / G l S. The remaining case is to consider when G is incompa-a b a
rable to G . In this case, there exist e - x g Ga _ G and e - y g G b _ Gb a b
such that x n y s e. Since S is a D-subgroup of G, there exist e - s, t g S
 .such that D s D and D s D . So s n t s e. Since s g G l S _ G , rx s y t b a
must be injective.
The rest of the proof is now immediate.
We remark here that most of the above theorem remains true in the
case in which G is not normal-valued. For any G g D, G l S is prime ind d
S and the map G ª G l S remains injective. However, it is not knownd d
whether or not G l S must always be regular in S.d
 .Recall that a regular subgroup G g G G is essential if there existsb
g g G such that G F G , and G is special if there exists g g G such thatg b b
G s G . In general, a special value is always an essential value though ang b
essential value may not be special; they are the same if G is archimedean.
 .Also recall that for any plenary subset D of G G , g g G has only finitely
 .many values in D implies these are the only values of g in G G , and if
every value of g is contained in an element D g D, then every value of gd
 .in G G is contained in G . Thus G g D is special if and only if thered d
exists g g G such that D s G , and G is essential if and only if thereg d d
exists g g G such that D F G .g d
 .PROPOSITION 4.8. Let D be a plenary subset of G G .
 .  .a D is the minimal plenary subset of G G if and only if each G g Dd
is essential, which is if and only if for each G g D, there exists g g G suchd
that D F G .g d
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 .  .b D is the set of special ¨alues of G G if and only if D : D .G
 .c G is finite-¨ alued with D the set of special ¨alues if and only if
 4  .D s t g T : t finite . In this case, D s G G , and so a D-closure is anG D
a-closure, which may not be unique.
 .d D s T if and only if D has only a finite number of roots.G D
 .PROPOSITION 4.9. Let D be a plenary subset of G G and S be a
D-subgroup of G.
 .a G g D is essential or special if and only if G l S is respecti¨ elyd d
essential or special in S.
 .b If G is normal-¨ alued, then S is completely distributi¨ e or special-
¨alued if and only if G is respecti¨ ely completely distributi¨ e or special-¨ alued.
w xRecall 5 that an l-subgroup S of an l-group G is saturated if x k y g S
and x n y s e, then x, y g S. An l-subgroup S is weakly saturated if S
contains all special components of its elements.
 .PROPOSITION 4.10. Let D be a plenary subset of G G and S be a
D-subgroup of G. Then S is weakly saturated.
Proof. Let e - s g S be such that s has special component g. Let Gg
 4be the value of g. Since G is essential, G g D and D s G . Since S isg g g g
a D-subgroup of G, there exists e - t g S such that D s D , and so t ist g
special with value G . There exists an integer n such that t ) g, and sog n
n n y1 n n y1 .  .  .t n s s t n g k sg s t n g k t n sg s g. Thus g g S.
However, even in the case in which G is special-valued and D is the
plenary subset of special values, a D-subgroup S may not be saturated.
1 1 1` `  .  .In  R, let T s  R [ R 1, 1, 1, . . . [ R 1, , , , . . . . Let A beis1 is1 2 3 4
the projection of T onto the set of odd indices, B be the projection of T
onto the set of even indices, and G s A $ B.
Let
`
1 1 1 1S s R [ R 1, 1, 1, . . . [ R 1, 0, , 0, , . . . [ R 0, , 0, , 0, . . . . .  .  . 3 5 2 4
is1
A typical element s g S looks like
1 1 1s s m q x 1, 1, 1, . . . q y 1, 0, , 0, . . . q z 0, , 0, , . . . , .  .  .3 2 4
where m g ` R and x, y, z g R. Sois1
s s m q x q y , m q x q zr2, m q x q yr3, m q x q zr4, . . . . .1 2 3 4
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Since there exists an integer N such that for all i G N, m s 0 andi
< < < < < < < <x ) y ri, x ) z ri, S is an l-subgroup of G.
 .  The minimal plenary subset D of G G is the set M : M s g gi i
 . 44G : g i s 0 . It is easily verified that S is a D-subgroup of G. But
 .  .  .1, 0, 1, 0, . . . q 0, 1, 0, 1, . . . s 1, 1, 1, 1, . . . g S, while neither
 .  .1, 0, 1, 0, . . . nor 0, 1, 0, 1, . . . are in S.
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let G be an abelian l-group and D be a plenary subset
 .  .of G G . Then G has an abelian D-closure H such that G : H : V D, R .
 .   ..In particular, V D, R is L-closed for any plenary subset L of G V D, R .
Proof. If T is an abelian D-extension of G, then D is a plenary subset
 .  .of G T and so any v-embedding of G into V D, R can be extended to a
 .  .v-embedding of T into V D, R . Thus we will assume that G : T : V D, R .
 .Let A be the set of l-subgroups T of V D, R such that T is a
D-extension of G. A / B since G g A; partially order A by inclusion. Let
 .C be a chain in A. Then D C is an l-subgroup of V D, R . For anyC
0 - ¨ g D C, since there exists C g C such that ¨ g C, there existsC
g g G such that D s D , and so D C g A. Thus A has maximal¨ g C
elements. Let H be such a maximal element. Then H is an abelian
D-closure of G.
Now if G is an abelian a-closed l-group, then G is known to be a-closed
in the category of all l-groups. The proof of this is strongly dependent on
the fact that any a-extension of a normal-valued l-group is normal-valued.
 .At this time, it is not known if, for a proper plenary subset D of G G ,
where G is a normal-valued l-group, a D-extension must be normal-valued.
Thus if G is abelian and D-closed for some proper plenary subset D, it is
possible that G may have some non-normal-valued proper D-extension.
However, in this case, G cannot have proper normal-valued D-extensions.
THEOREM 4.12. Let G be an abelian l-group, and D be a plenary subset of
 .G G such that G is D-closed in the category of abelian l-groups. Then G is
D-closed in the category of normal-¨ alued l-groups.
Proof. The proof is virtually the same as the proof that if an l-group G
is a-closed as an abelian l-group, then G is a-closed. Since this is so, we
merely sketch the proof and refer the reader to the proof of Proposition
w x5.5.3 in 6 .
So suppose that G is D-closed as an abelian l-group and suppose that H
is a nonabelian normal-valued l-group such that H is a proper D-extension
of G. For each G g D, let p be an o-isomorphism of GdrG into R. Wed d d
 .will view G as an l-subgroup of V D, R .
 . dLet x g H _ G and define ¨ g V D, R as follows. If G q x l V s B,
define ¨ s 0. Otherwise, there exist g g G and y g V d such thatd
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 w xg q x s y; in this case, define ¨ s y y g . As pointed out in 6 , thisd d d
.definition of ¨ is independent of the choice of g and y. ¨ is then ind
 .  .V D, R _ G; moreover, supp ¨ s D .x
 .  4Let K be the l-subgroup of V D, R generated by G j ¨ . K is then a
proper abelian D-extension of G, which is a contradiction.
THEOREM 4.13. Let G be a special-¨ alued abelian l-group and let D be
 .the minimal plenary subset of G G . If G is D-closed as an abelian l-group,
then G is D-closed in the class of all l-groups.
Proof. Since G is special-valued, any D-extension H of G must be
normal-valued.
COROLLARY 4.14. For any root system D and any plenary subset L of
  ..  .G V D, R , V D, R is L-closed.
PROPOSITION 4.15. Let G be an abelian l-group and D be a plenary subset
 .of G G . The following are equi¨ alent:
 .a D s T .G D
 .  .b V D, R is a D-extension of G.
 .  .c V D, R is the abelian D-closure of G.
 .  .  .Proof. a « b Since D s T , V D, R is a D-extension of G.G D
 .  .b « c If H is an abelian D-extension of G, then we can assume
 .without loss of generality that G : H : V D, R . Since we are assuming
 .  .that V D, R is a D-extension of G, we must have that V D, R is the
abelian D-closure of G.
 .  .c « a D s D s T .G V D , R . D
COROLLARY 4.16. Let G be a completely distributi¨ e abelian l-group and
 .  .let D be the minimal plenary subset of G G . Then V D, R is the abelian
D-closure of G L, the lateral completion of G.
L w xProof. G is special-valued 7 and abelian.
COROLLARY 4.17. Let G be an abelian l-group and D be a plenary subset
 .  .  .of G G such that D has only finitely many roots. Then F D, R s V D, R is
the abelian D-closure of G, and is also the abelian a-closure of G.
Proof. Since D has only finitely many roots, G is finite-valued and so
 .D s G G . The rest now follows from Theorem 3.18.
 .For any arbitrary root system D, there are potentially many proper
 .l-subgroups of V D, R that are D-closed. We now show a family of such
l-subgroups.
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 .DEFINITION 10. Let G be an l-group, D be a plenary subset of G G ,
and k be an infinite cardinal. An l-subgroup A of G is k -¨alued if forD
< < < <each a g A, D F k . A is -k -¨alued if for each a g A, D - k .a D a
w xIn 9 , it was shown that a maximal finite-valued l-subgroup is saturated,
w xand in 15 , it was shown that a maximal countably valued l-subgroup is
saturated. These results are easily extensible to showing that for any
infinite cardinal k , a maximal k-valued l-subgroup or a maximal -k-
valued l-subgroup is saturated.
LEMMA 4.18. Let G be an l-group, P a prime subgroup of G, g g G, and
x a component of g. Then for any a , a , . . . , a g G and exponents1 2 n
 4« , « , . . . , « s"1, there exist y , y , . . . , y g e, g such that1 2 n 1 2 n
Pa x «1 a x « 2 ??? a x « ny 1 a s Pa y «1 a y « 2 ??? a y « ny 1 a .1 2 ny1 n 1 1 2 2 ny1 ny1 n
Proof. For 1 F i F n, let b s a x «1 a x « 2 ??? a . Definei 1 2 i
e, if x g by1Pb ;i iy si y1 g , if x f b Pb .i i
Now if x g ay1Pa , then a x «1 ay1 g P implies that Pa x «1 ay1 s P, and1 1 1 1 1 1
so Pa x «1 s Pa e«1 s Pa y «1. If x f ay1Pa , then g f ay1Pa . Since g s1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
y1 y1 < < < y1 < y1 y1  y1 .«1xx g s xgx and x n gx s e, x g g a Pa implies Pa x g s1 1 1
 y1 .«1  y1 . «1Pa . Now if « s 1, then Pa s Pa x g s Pa gx implies Pa y s1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 y1 .y1 y1Pa g s Pa x. If « s y1, then Pa s Pa x g s Pa g x implies that1 1 1 1 1 1
Pa y «1 s Pa gy1 s Pa xy1. So in either case, Pa y «1 s Pa x «1. But then1 1 1 1 1 1 1
« «1 1Pa y a s Pa x a , and continuing in this way proves the lemma.1 1 2 1 2
PROPOSITION 4.19. Let k be an infinite cardinal and let A be a maximal
k -¨alued or -k -¨alued l-subgroup of an l-group G, where D is a plenaryD D
 .subset of G G . Then A is saturated.
Proof. Let g g A and x be a component of g. Let B be the l-subgroup
 4of G generated by A j x . An element of B is of the form E E b ,I J i j
where I, J are finite sets, and b is of the formi j
b s a x «1 a x « 2 ??? a x « ni jy1 a ,i j 1 2 n y1 ni j i j
where a g A and « s "1.i i
Let h s E E b and let G g D . G must be a value of some b . ByI J i j d h d i j
 4the above lemma for some choice y , y , . . . , y g e, g , G must be a1 2 n y1 di j
value of a y «a y « 2 ??? y « ni jy1.1 1 2 2 n y1i j
  . 4Let n s max n : i, j g I = J . If A is a maximal k-valued l-subgroup,i j
< < < < < < nthen D F I J 2 k s k , and so B is k-valued. So A s B and x g A.h
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 .Suppose A is a maximal -k-valued l-subgroup. For i, j g I = J and
 4ni jy1f g e, g , let c be the element of A produced in the above fashioni j f
 .  < <4by letting y s f k . Let k s max D ; then k - k , andk 1 c 1i j f
n< < < <D F I J 2 k - k .h 1
So x g A.
PROPOSITION 4.20. Let D be a root system. Let k be an infinite cardinal
 .and A be a maximal k -¨alued or -k -¨alued l-subgroup of V D, R . ThenD D
A is D-closed.
Proof. It suffices to show that A has no proper abelian D-extension B.
For if so, the fact that A is saturated implies that A contains all special
components of its elements, and so A is special-valued. Thus any
D-extension of A must be normal-valued, and so by Theorem 4.12, A is
D-closed.
So assume A has a proper abelian D-extension B; without loss of
 .generality, we can assume that A ; B : V D, R . So there exists b g B
< <  .such that D ) k or, if A is a maximal -k -valued l-subgroup, Gk .b D
Thus D / D for any a g A, and so B is not a D-extension of A.b a
A now easy result is the following:
 .COROLLARY 4.21. V D, R is D-closed.
<  . <Proof. Choose k ) V D, R .
 .COROLLARY 4.22. F D, R is a maximal finite-¨ alued l-subgroup and so is
D-closed.
Proof. See Proposition 3.26.
 .   .  . 4Since F D, R s ¨ g V D, R : supp ¨ contains no infinite antichains ,
it is reasonable to ask if other l-subgroups generated by similar antichain
conditions are either D-closed or a-closed.
 . Specifically, let k be an infinite cardinal and let D D, R s ¨ gk
 .  . < < 4  .V D, R : for any antichain A : supp ¨ , A - k . D D, R is easily veri-k
 .  .fied to be an l-subgroup of V D, R . However, even for k s v , D D, R1 k
need not be D-closed, as the following example shows.
w xIn 26 , a tree is defined to be a partially ordered set T such that for
 4every t g T , the set g g T N y - t is well ordered. For a tree T and
 4x g T , the height of x is the ordinal type of y g T N y - x . For an ordinal
 .   . 4a , Lev T s x g T N height x s a . The height of T is the least ordinala
<  . <a such that Lev T s 0. For a tree T and a regular cardinal k , T is aa
 . <  . <k-tree if height T s k and for every a - k , Lev T - k . A k-Aronszajna
< <tree is a k-tree T such that for every chain C : T , C - k . An v -1
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Aronszajn tree T is special if T is the union of countably many antichains.
A k-Suslin tree is a k-Aronszajn tree T such that for any antichain A : T ,
< <A - k . Clearly a special v -Aronszajn tree is not an v -Suslin tree. ZFC1 1
implies the existence of a special v -Aronszajn tree.1
Now if T is a tree, then reversing the order on T creates a root system,
D, in which the analogy of height is depth. The above definitions now are
obviously reversible to define k root systems, k-Aronszajn root systems,
and k-Suslin root systems; moreover, ZFC implies the existence of special
v -Aronszajn root systems while the existence of v -Suslin root systems is1 1
independent of ZFC.
Let D be a special v -Aronszajn root system. Since D is not an1
v -Suslin root system, there exists an uncountable antichain in D. Since D1
satisfies the ascending chain condition, the characteristic function x of D
 .  .  .is in V D, R , but is not in D D, R . Let B be the l-subgroup of V D, Rv1
 .generated by D D, R and x.v1
Suppose by way of contradiction that B is not countably D-valued. Since
finite joins and meets of countably D-valued elements are countably
 .D-valued, there exist g g D D, R and a positive integer n such thatv1
 .D is uncountable. Since D D, R is divisible, we can assume that gqn x . v 1
n s 1.
 4Let V s b g D : there exists d g D such that b ) d . For all gqx .
 .  .b g V, g b s y1 and so V : supp g . Thus for any antichain A : V,
< <A - v . However, V is also a dual ideal of D. Thus for any b g V,1
 4d g D : d ) b is inversely well ordered. Also, for any chain C : V,
< < <  . <  .C - v . For any ordinal a - v , Lev V - v . Finally, depth V F1 1 a 1
 .  .depth D s v . Thus if we can prove that depth V s v , then V would1 1
be an v -Suslin root system.1
 .For d g D , let a s depth d . Suppose there exists a - v such gqx . d 1
that for all d g D , a F a . This would imply that D : gqx . d  gqx .
 . <  . < <  . <D Lev D . Since for any b - v , Lev D - v , D Lev D -b F a b 1 b 1 b F a b
v , and so D would be countable, which is false. So for any a - v ,1  gqx . 1
 .there exists d g D such that depth d ) a . Thus there exists b ) da  gqx . a a
 .such that depth b s a . So for any a - v , there exists b g V such that1
 .  .depth b s a . Thus depth V s v .1
So V is an v -Suslin root system. However, since D is a special1
v -Aronszajn root system, there exist antichains A , A , A , . . . : D such1 1 2 3
` `  .that D s D A . But then V s D A l V is a special v -ns1 n ns1 n 1
Aronszajn root system, and so cannot be Suslin.
So B is countably D-valued. But then B is a proper D-extension of
 .  .D D, R and so D D, R is not D-closed.v v1 1
 .There do exist root systems D and D-closed l-subgroups of V D, R that,
for any cardinal k , are not maximal k -valued l-subgroups. As anD
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 4example, let D be a countably infinite trivially ordered set d , d , . . . . Let1 2
 4  4D s d g D : i is odd and D s d g D : i is even . Let A s  R1 i 2 i D1
 .and B s V D , R . Then A $ B is D-closed, but is not a maximal2
 .v -valued l-subgroup of V D, R .D
On the other hand, with the aid of the following lemma, we can prove
 .  .that for any cardinal k , D D, R is D-closed if and only if D D, R isk v 1
a-closed.
 .LEMMA 4.23. Let G be an l-group and D be a plenary subset of G G .
Let a, b g G such that D s D and there exist positi¨ e integers m and n soa b
that for any G g D , G a - G bm and G b - G an. Then a is a-equi¨ alentd a d d d d
to b.
Proof. Suppose that a is not a-equivalent to b; we can assume that
there exists no positive integer m such that a - bm. But then for
any integer m, abym k e / e, and so has a value G g D. But thenm
G abym ) G , implying G a ) G bm. This contradicts our assumptionm m m m
and so a is a-equivalent to b.
 .PROPOSITION 4.24. Let k be a cardinal. Then D D, R is D-closed if andk
 .only if D D, R is a-closed.v1
 .  .Proof. We have already seen that if D D, R is D-closed, then D D, Rk k
 .is a-closed. So suppose that D D, R is a-closed, and that H is an abeliank
 .D-extension of D D, R . Let 0 - h g H and let g be the projection of hk
< <  .onto D . Since D - k , g g D D, R . By the above lemma, g ish h k
 .a-equivalent to h, and so H is an a-extension of D D, R . Thus H sk
 .D D, R .k
 .From the example given above in which D D, R was not D-closed, wev1
 .see that D D, R also need be neither a-closed nor a maximal v -valuedv 11
 .l-subgroup of V D, R .
 .   .  .For a cardinal k , define C D, R to be the set ¨ g V D, R : supp ¨ isk
4contained in at most k many roots of D . It is clear that for any root
 .  .system D and cardinal k , C D, R is an l-subgroup of D D, R .k k
 .PROPOSITION 4.25. For any root system D and any cardinal k , D D, Rk
 .  .is an a-extension of C D, R and so is a D-extension of C D, R .k k
 .Proof. For ¨ g D D, R , let h be its projection onto D . Then h gk ¨
 .C D, R and by Lemma 4.23, h is a-equivalent to ¨ .k
 .  .  .COROLLARY 4.26. C D, R is a-closed if and only if C D, R s D D, Rk k k
 .and D D, R is a-closed.k
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 .We can obtain nicer characterizations those cases in which C D, R isk
a-closed when k s v . Let L be the root system1 2
THEOREM 4.27. For a root system D, the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a C D, R is a-closed.v1
 .b D contains no copy of L .2
 .  .  .c The lateral completion of F D, R is V D, R .
 .  .Proof. a « b Suppose that D does contain a copy of L . Let x be2
 .  .the characteristic function of this copy. Then x g D D, R _ C D, R ,v v1 1
 .contradicting the fact that C D, R is a-closed.v1
 .  .  .b « a Suppose that C D, R has a proper abelian a-extensionv1
 .  .H : V D, R . Let 0 - h g H _ C D, R ; then there exist uncountablyv1
 .many maximal chains in supp h .
 .In supp h , define a ; b if a and b lie on the same maximal chains of
 . w xsupp h . This is an equivalence relation; for each equivalence class a , let
w x  . a be the maximal element in a ; supp h will denote the set a : a g
 .4  .supp h . supp h is easily shown to satisfy the ascending chain condition,
 .  .  4and if a - b in supp h , then a F b in supp h . If d is an antichain inl
 .  4  .supp h , then d is an antichain in supp h . Moreover, for any d gl
 .  .supp h , the cardinality of maximal chains of supp h containing d is equal
 .to the cardinality of maximal chains of supp h containing d . Most
 .important, if a - b , then there exists g g supp h such that g - b and g
is incomparable to a .
  .Let U s d g supp h : d lies on uncountably many maximal chains of
 .4supp h . We claim that for any d g U, there exist a , b g U such that a is
incomparable to b and a , b - d .
 .Suppose not. Let d s d . Since d g U, there exists a g supp h such0 0
 .  .that a - d . Let children d denote the set of elements of supp h0 0
maximal below d . By our assumption, there exists a unique a g0
 .children d l U; let d be this a .0 1
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Now let t be a countable ordinal such that for any ordinal s - t , d hass
 4been defined such that d g U, and d is a chain where if s - s ,s s s -t 1 2
then d ) d .s s1 2
If t s s q 1 is a successor ordinal, then let d be the unique element oft
 . children d l U . If t is a limit ordinal, then for any s - t , let D s g gs s
 . 4 <  .supp h : g F d . Let S s F D . Then h y h g C D, R , implyingSs t s -t s vt 1
<  .that h f C D, R . But then by our assumption, there exists a uniqueS vt 1
 < .maximal component of supp h that is also in U; let d be this element.S tt
We can clearly continue in this way until, for any ordinal t - v , we1
 4have constructed a chain d . Now for each t - v , there exists a maximalt 1
 .a g supp h such that a - d and a is incomparable to d . Butt t t t tq1
 4a forms an uncountable antichain and are maximal elements oft
 .h y h N g C D, R . This contradicts the fact that H is anwd x, . . . , w d x, . . . . v0 t 1
 .a-extension of C D, R , which is countably D-valued.v1
 .Thus the claim above is true. Choose d g supp h l U, and choose
 .incomparable a , b g supp h l U below d . Below each of these, choose
similar elements. By continuing in this way, we obtain a copy of L .2
 .  .  .  .b « c Let 0 - ¨ be a special element in V D, R and d g supp ¨ ;
w x  .  4let d be the principal order ideal of supp ¨ generated by d .
 .Now if below each d g supp ¨ , there are two incomparable support
 .  .elements, then supp ¨ contains a copy of L . So there exists d g supp ¨2
w x <  .such that d is totally ordered and hence ¨ g F D, R .w d x
  ..L  .  .Let A s h g F D, R : supp h is an order ideal of supp ¨ and
 .  .  .4h d s ¨ d for all d g supp h . By the paragraph above, A / B. Let
 .V s D supp h . Define y: D ª R byhg A
¨ d , if d g V , .y d s .  0, otherwise.
 .  .  .Then supp y s V and so y g V D, R . Also supp y is an order ideal of
 .supp ¨ , and y agrees with ¨ on its support. So to show that y g A, we
 .Lmust show that y g F D, R .
 .Let d be a maximal element in supp y s V. Then d must be a
< <  .Lmaximal component for some h g A, and so y s h g F D, R .w d x wd x
 .L  .LSince all special components of y are in F D, R , y g F D, R . Hence,
y sE A.
 .Suppose that ¨ / y. Since ¨ ) y, let d g supp ¨ y y such that z s
 . <  .¨ y y g F D, R . As 0 - z F ¨ y y, y - z q y F ¨ . But clearly z qw d x
y g A, which contradicts the fact that y sE A. So ¨ s y.
 .  .L  .Thus all special elements of V D, R are in F D, R ; since V D, R is
laterally complete, we must have equality.
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 .  .   .  . 4c « b Let V s ¨ g V D, R : supp ¨ contains no copy of L .L 22
Now suppose there exist ¨ , w g V such that there exists a copy V of LL 22
 .in supp ¨ q w .
w xFor d g D, let d be the principal order ideal of D generated by d .
w x  .Since ¨ g V , there exists d g V such that d l supp ¨ is either emptyL 2
w x  .  .or totally ordered. If empty, then V l d : supp w , and so supp w
w x  .contains a copy of L , contradicting w g V . If d l supp ¨ is totally2 L 2
w x  .ordered, there there exists b g V incomparable to d l supp ¨ , and so
w x  .V l b : supp w again contains a copy of L . Thus ¨ q w g V , and2 L 2
 .clearly for any ¨ g V , ¨ k 0 g V . So V is an l-subgroup of V D, R .L L L2 2 2
 .Clearly V is laterally complete and F D, R is dense in V . ThusL L2 2
 .  .L  .V D, R s F D, R : V : V D, R shows that D contains no copyL 2
of L .2
 .  .A few remarks about C L , R and D L , R are in order. First, it isv 2 v 21 1
 .  .  .easy to see that D L , R s V L , R , and so in this case, V L , R is thev 2 2 21
 .a-closure of C L , R . Second, since any antichain in L is countable,v 2 21
 .C L , R is laterally complete and so contains the lateral completion ofv 21
 .  .F L , R . As yet, there is no explicit description of F L , R .2 2
 .It is possible to generalize on condition c of Theorem 4.27. Let D and
 .   .  .L be root systems. Define V D, R s ¨ g V D, R : supp ¨ contains noL
4  .  .copy of L . For V D, R to be a proper l-subgroup of V D, R , we firstL
must have that L satisfies the ascending chain condition, as otherwise
 .  .since for every ¨ g V D, R , that supp ¨ satisfies the ascending chain
 .  .condition would place all of V D, R into V D, R . Also, in general, forL
 .  .V D, R to be an l-subgroup of V D, R requires the following.L
PROPOSITION 4.28. Let L be a root system satisfying the ascending chain
 .  .condition. Then for any root system D, V D, R is an l-subgroup of V D, R ifL
and only if L s L j L implies that L or L contains a copy of L.A B A B
Proof. For one direction, suppose that L s L j L , where neitherA V
 .L nor L contains a copy of L. Then in V L, R , let a be the character-A B
istic function of L and b be the characteristic function of L . ThenA B
 .  .a, b g V L, R but a q b f V L, R .L L
 .  .Conversely, it is easy to see that if ¨ g V D, R , then ¨ k 0 g V D, R .L L
 .  .Now suppose there exist g, h g V D, R such that g q h f V D, R . ThenL L
 .  .supp g q h contains a copy L9 of L. Let L s L9 l supp g and L sA B
 .L9 l supp h . Then L9 : L j L implies that either L or L containsA B A B
 .a copy of L, contradicting the fact that neither g nor h is in V D, R . SoL
 .g q h g V D, R .L
DEFINITION 11. A root system L is secure if L satisfies the ascending
chain condition and if L s L j L , then either L or L contains aA B A B
copy of L.
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PROPOSITION 4.29. For any secure root system L that is not tri¨ ially
 .  .ordered, V D, R is the abelian D-closure of V D, R .L
Proof. For any antichain V : D, the characteristic function c gV
 .V D, R . Consequently, D s T , and so we are done.L V DL
5. UNSOLVED QUESTIONS
Below we list some questions about a-closed and l-groups and D-closed
l-groups.
 .1 If C is a convex l-subgroup of an a-closed l-group G, is C
a-closed?
 . EC2 What are the D-closures of R ?
 .  .3 If T is an a-closed o-group, is V D, T a-closed?
 . EC4 If G has a unique a-closure H, is H the unique a-closure of
GEC ?
 .  .5 For any l-group G and plenary subset D of G G , does G have a
D-closure?
 .6 If A is an abelian l-group that is D-closed in the category of
 .abelian l-groups with respect to some plenary subset D of G A , is A
D-closed in the category of all l-groups? We have shown that A is
.D-closed in the category of normal-valued l-groups.
 .  .7 For any topological space X, is C X X-closed?
 .8 If G is a finite-valued vector lattice, then G can be ¨-embedded
  .into V g G, R as a sublattice. Is each a-closure of G a vector lattice and,
  . .if so, is each a-closure a sublattice of V G G , R ?
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